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Abstract

The meteorological surveillance of the four nuclear power plants in Switzerland is of
first importance in a densely populated area such as the Swiss Plateau. The project
“Centrales Nucléaires et Météorologie“ CN-MET aimed at providing a new security tool
based on one hand on the development of a high resolution numerical weather predic-5

tion (NWP) model. The latter is providing essential nowcasting information in case of
a radioactive release from a nuclear power plant in Switzerland. On the other hand,
the model input over the Swiss Plateau is generated by a dedicated network of sur-
face and upper air observations including remote sensing instruments (wind profilers
and temperature/humidity passive microwave radiometers). This network is built upon10

three main sites ideally located for measuring the inflow/outflow and central conditions
of the main wind field in the planetary boundary layer over the Swiss Plateau, as well
as a number of surface automatic weather stations (AWS). The network data are as-
similated in real-time into the fine grid NWP model using a rapid update cycle of eight
runs per day (one forecast every 3 h). This high resolution NWP model has replaced15

the former security tool based on in situ observations (in particular one meteorological
mast at each of the power plant) and a local dispersion model. It is used to forecast
the dynamics of the atmosphere in the planetary boundary layer (typically the first 4
km above ground layer) and over a time scale of 24 h. This tool provides at any time
(e.g. starting at the initial time of a nuclear power plant release) the best picture of20

the 24-h evolution of air mass over the Swiss Plateau and furthermore generates the
input data (in the form of simulated values substituting in situ observations) required
for the local dispersion model used at each of the nuclear power plants locations. This
paper is presenting the concept and two validation studies as well as the results of an
emergency response exercise performed in winter 2009.25
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1 The former safety tool

The main environmental concerns affecting the acceptance of nuclear power
plants (NPP) by the public are the emission of radioactive materials, the potential for nu-
clear accidents, and the generation of radioactive waste. NPP meteorological surveil-
lance is a very important task in the frame of risk assessment regarding the two first5

issues. The 1986 Chernobyl NPP accident was an event with dramatic consequences
at the local, regional, and international scales (Pudykiewicz, 1988). In Switzerland,
the former safety tool was based on meteorological towers and in situ observations of
wind and temperature measurements at different heights up to 120 m a.g.l. installed at
the NPP sites thus measuring the meteorological conditions within the surface layer.10

These data were used as input data either into Gaussian-type or Lagrangian models
to forecast the shape of potential radioactive plumes and their dispersion at the local
scale (Schorling, 2000). This former safety tool was developed over many years at
each of the NPPs sites, and a number of field experiments were conducted using sur-
face automatic weather stations (AWS) and remote sensing instruments, in particular15

wind measurements performed by Doppler Sodar and tethered balloon measurements
(Bellinger, 2005). The resulting data set was used for defining typical “wind classes”
(Kaufmann, 1996) at each of the NPPs thus giving an empirical climatology of the sites
accordingly. In situ observations from the AWS, meteorological masts, and model pre-
dictions were the input conditions for the retrieval of the appropriate wind class used20

for the Lagrangian model which was then providing adequate forecasts at low altitude
(below 500 m a.g.l.). Its drawback was a limited performance in the vertical dimension
within the planetary boundary layer as well as a relatively strong discretisation of the
wind information through the wind classes.
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2 The new safety tool

2.1 Model development

MeteoSwiss operates its own short-range NWP system. The core of this system
is the fully compressible non-hydrostatic model developed by COSMO (the Con-
sortium for Small-Scale Modelling, currently composed of the national weather ser-5

vices of Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Poland, Romania and Russia – see
http://www.cosmo-model.org/. The COSMO model includes a full set of physical pa-
rameterizations suited for weather prediction applications (Steppeler et al., 2003). The
Newtonian relaxation technique known as nudging (Schraff, 1997) is used to produce
the initial conditions for each forecast; although simple, this method is an efficient way10

to nudge the state of the model towards the real state of the atmosphere. Being the
primary tool for official duty at the COSMO Weather Services, special focus is put on
operational stability as well as efficiency and portability, suitability for moist and partic-
ular processes of special interest to COSMO members.

During the CN-MET project, the MeteoSwiss NWP system has been substantially15

extended in order, among others, to fulfill the new requirements of the project which
were to obtain the best wind field forecasts over the Swiss Plateau from the ground to
the top of the planetary boundary layer with the highest spatial resolution (e.g. the best
topography for the Swiss Plateau and the surrounding Jura mountains and the Alps)
over a time scale of 24 h. A new high resolution component with a focus on the Alpine20

region has been developed, the so-called COSMO-2, and a special effort has been
invested to feed the nudging process with ground-based remote sensing devices such
as wind profilers.

The resulting NWP system of MeteoSwiss is composed by two nested COSMO mod-
els, driven by IFS, the operational global model operated by the European Centre for25

Medium-Range Forecasts (ECMWF). The COSMO-7 component is computed on the
western part of Europe, with a mesh size of 6.6 km, and is used to compute 3 day
forecasts, starting daily at 00:00 UTC, 06:00 UTC, and 12:00 UTC. The high resolution
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component COSMO-2 is computed on the Alpine region, with a mesh size of 2.2 km, a
vertical resolution that ranges from about 20 m (first layer of the model above ground)
up to about 1000 m (top layer at an altitude of 20 km) with 60 layers, and is used to
compute one day forecast eight times daily (the every 3 h rapid update cycle). Unlike
COSMO-7, the COSMO-2 model is convection permitting because the deep convec-5

tion is not parameterized but explicitly resolved. COSMO-2 uses also a latent heat
nudging scheme (Rossa, 2009) to correct the convection in the analysis step by using
precipitation derived from radar composite.

The COSMO-7 domain extends from 35.16◦ N–9.80◦ E (lower left) to 56.84◦ N–
23.02◦ E (upper right) and is covered by a grid of 393×338 points. The COSMO-210

domain extends from 42.72◦ N–2.25◦ E (lower left) to 49.76◦ N–17.25◦ E (upper right)
and is covered by a grid of 520×350 points. The West and South borders of the
COSMO-7 domain have been placed over sea in order to reduce negative interferences
generated in the transition zone between the topographies of the driving model (IFS)
and COSMO-7. In an analogous way, the boundaries of the COSMO-2 domain have15

been chosen to run in plane terrain in order to avoid such kind of interferences between
the topographies of COSMO-7 and COSMO-2. The grids are defined in such a way
that each COSMO-7 grid point coincides with one point of the COSMO-2 grid inside
the COSMO-2 domain.

The post-processing package requested by the Swiss Federal Safety Inspectorate is20

defined on a domain covering an area including all grid points within 50 km from the
nuclear power plants, or an equivalent of 85×85 grid points from ground level up to
2000 m a.g.l. On this subset, COSMO-2 output is collected every 10 min, instead of
the usual 60 min on the full domain. In case of emergency, an “on demand” COSMO-2
task is started with a 6 h forecast performed every single hour; this emergency mode25

can last up to one day. Such “on demand” or crisis mode requires a fast response of
the system. A maximum time to solution of 20 min for the COSMO-2 production suite
is allowed between the triggering of the job on the supercomputer and the end of the
time critical part of the post-processing.
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2.2 Network development

A combination of surface measurements and ground-based remote sensing techniques
(Calpini, 2008; Ruffieux et al., 2009) constitutes the CN-MET observation network (see
Fig. 1). The three low-tropospheric (1290 MHz) wind profilers combined with three pas-
sive microwave radiometers provide a continuous observation of the planetary bound-5

ary layer dynamics over the Swiss Plateau. Currently only the wind profiler data with a
vertical resolution of 57 m from 106 m a.g.l. up to 3203 m a.g.l. (high resolution mode)
and resp. 143 m vertical resolution from 300 m a.g.l. to 8000 m a.g.l. (low resolution
mode) and a effective time resolution of one vertical profile every 30 min (profiles are
generated on a 10 min sampling time using gliding average methods over 30 min) are10

real time assimilated into the CN-MET tool. The passive microwave temperature and
humidity vertical profiles are still in a validation phase and therefore not yet assimilated
into COSMO-2.

These sites are located at three strategic locations within the region: two at in- and
out-flow boundaries corresponding to the predominant wind conditions over the Swiss15

Plateau, and one in the centre of the domain.
The operational radio-sounding station of Payerne, located at the south-western part

of the domain, provides twice a day the state of the atmosphere with pressure, temper-
ature, humidity and wind profiles.

At each of the NPPs, a new AWS is equipped with standard meteorological measure-20

ments plus a sonic anemometer for 10 m turbulence measurements and a radioactivity
sensor. These AWSs provide real time local observations of the weather conditions in
the direct surrounding of each of the four NPPs.

In the new safety tool, the vertical profile of wind, temperature, and turbulence values
at each of the four NPPs are obtained using directly the simulated values from COSMO-25

2, thus the former meteorological masts have been dismantled. This has the conse-
quence that the input data for the Gaussian and Lagrangian models around each NPP
are no more obtained from the in situ observations of the respective meteorological
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mast but directly from the numerical output of the fine grid numerical weather predic-
tion model COSMO-2.

Finally, four television towers in the surrounding of the nuclear sites are equipped
with wind and temperature sensors, and provide an additional dataset for validation of
the model results.5

Similar studies where boundary layers measurements are used for data assimilation
in numerical weather prediction models can be found for example in Yates (2009);
Furumoto (2007); St-James (2005); Smith (1993) and Benjamin (2004). There is so
far and to our knowledge no similar example where in situ observations have been
cancelled and replaced by fine grid NWP output to be used as initial conditions for10

dispersion models.
The CN-MET network is connected to SwissMetNet (SMN), the new Swiss meteoro-

logical network of MeteoSwiss. SMN is a central platform for collection and distribution
of the meteorological and technical (housekeeping) parameters measured at each of
the ground based surface and upper-air stations. This central platform allows hav-15

ing on the same network all the necessary on-line and real time technical parameters
necessary for a continuous monitoring and maintenance of the network.

3 Validation studies

3.1 Campaigns

Two validation campaigns were organized in order to check the ability of COSMO-2 to20

forecast wind fields over the Swiss Plateau in this complex topography. An indepen-
dent (not assimilated) mobile wind profiler was installed in the domain at two different
places and for two different seasons of the year. This mobile wind profiler has lower
performances as those located in the three CN MET sites namely with a vertical reso-
lution of 72 m from 219 m a.g.l. up to 1131 m a.g.l. (high resolution mode) resp. 205 m25

vertical resolution from 454 m a.g.l. to 4452 m a.g.l. (low resolution mode) and a time
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resolution of 30 min (Hug et al., 2009). In Fig. 2 the mobile wind profiler data availability
is given for both modes versus the altitude range. For each of the two validation studies
the total measured data sample (wind speed and wind direction vertical profiles) was
above 10 000 thus giving a robust estimate when comparing wind measurements in
the planetary boundary layer against numerical results from COSMO-2. Since these5

comparisons are limited to the maximum achievable range obtained by the mobile wind
profiler data, the statistical analysis between measured and model results presented
here below is restricted to the first 20 layers of COSMO-2.

The first validation campaign lasted from August to October 2008 (3 month duration).
The independent wind profiler was located in Kleindoettingen close to both the Beznau10

and Leibstadt NPPs (Fig. 1). This site is located in the Aare Valley (south-north ori-
ented) cutting through the Jura Mountains. The Rhine valley (east-west oriented) is
separated from Kleindoettingen by a low ridge. This overall hilly orography is well rep-
resentative of a low altitude site on the Swiss Plateau.

The second validation campaign lasted from mid of March until the end of June 200915

(3.5 month duration) with the same mobile wind profiler located in Wileroltigen in the
Saane Valley near the Muehleberg NPP (Fig. 1). In this case the local orography
was more complex than the one of the first campaign. The main orientation of the
Saane valley is north-south while the Muehleberg NPP lies in the narrow Aare valley
with an east-west orientation. This offered an opportunity for a second analysis of the20

performance of COSMO-2 during the spring season and typical of air flow conditions
with strong orographical effects.

The two field campaigns allowed for validation studies between independent wind
profiler observations and wind profiles forecasted by COSMO-2 at two significantly
different places along the Swiss Plateau and for two different seasons of the year.25

While both campaigns showed overall similar results, only statistical analysis of the
first one is described below as an example.
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3.2 Results of the validation campaigns

Figure 3 gives the direct comparison between model and measured results (wind speed
and wind direction bias and standard deviation) as obtained during the Kleindoettin-
gen 2008 validation campaign. The main conclusions of these two validation studies in
Kleindoettingen 2008 and Muehleberg 2009 can be summarized as follow.5

The wind speeds forecasted by COSMO-2 were in remarkably good agreement with
the measurements. The bias between model and measured results was typically lower
than ±1 ms−1 (STD lower than 4 ms−1) with slightly decreasing performances close to
the ground (typically in the first 300 m a.g.l.). This analysis was also performed for the
first 6 h of the forecast separately with very similar results with respect to the 1 h head10

time. This result confirms the ability of the new model to capture the wind field over the
Swiss Plateau.

The wind directions forecasted by COSMO-2 were also in good agreement with the
measurements. The bias between model and measurements was typically lower than
±10◦ (STD lower than 40◦) and here again with slightly decreasing performances close15

to the ground. In terms of directions, a weaker performance was observed for lower
wind speed conditions due to the higher variability in wind directions. On the other
hand this performance became better for wind speed higher than 3 ms−1 and for higher
altitude range above ground. The higher altitudes were studied using the wind profiler
in its low resolution mode with good signal to noise measurements up to a typical20

altitude range of 4500 m a.g.l.
These two validation studies also underlined some limitations of COSMO-2 com-

pared to the wind profiler observations. In the case of strong and rapid weather
changes (front passages, foehn events, ...) involving short-time changes in wind direc-
tion and speed, the model was not always able to accurately capture the time and spa-25

tial dynamics of these events. Temporal shifts between model and measurement were
mainly responsible for the larger biases in the model values. Such weather situations
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typically occurred less than 20% of the time; in these cases, the model needs to be
improved, further development being currently undertaken including the investigation
of a model with a 1 km horizontal mesh.

One example of the effect of rapid weather changes on the performance of COSMO-
2 is given in Fig. 4 with the weather synoptic map of midday 4 June 2009 in Fig. 5. The5

beginning of June 2009 was characterized by a complex weather situation evolving
over Switzerland from a weak northeasterly flow (2 June 2009), to a northwesterly flow
(3 June 2009), with the passage of a cold front (4 June 2009), before to switch to a
westerly perturbed flow (5 June 2009).

In Fig. 4 each data point represents on the horizontal axis the time step of the every10

3 h (8 times a day) COSMO-2 runs, on the vertical axis the lead time (time between the
COSMO-2 run and the forecast e.g. from the analysis to the next 24 h forecast time),
and the color code gives the number of outliers for the first 15 layers of the model from
the ground to 3500 m a.s.l. between the measured and the numerical value integrated
over the 15 layers. Blue color indicates no direction outlier of more than 45◦, while15

dark red means that, at all altitude ranges, the differences between model and mea-
sured wind directions are all larger than 45◦. With this statistical analysis the period
of time in-between 3–6 June 2009 shows clear discrepancy between measured and
modeled values. This analysis was performed for the two entire periods of observation
in 2008 and 2009, and for both wind speeds and directions, and showed very consis-20

tent results thus allowing for a first estimate of ca. 20% of the time when discrepancy
between model and measured weather conditions over the Swiss Plateau is still large.
Note that the discrepancy appeared to be essentially independent of the lead time.
This reinforces the argument of rapidly changing weather conditions (front passage)
for which the model may be out of phase in time versus the current measured weather25

condition while the absolute wind speed conditions remain quite accurately forecasted.
Another weakness was found for lower altitude validation, typically for values in the

range from the ground level up to about 300 m a.g.l. This might partially be caused
by an intermittent ground clutter contamination of the wind profiler’s first gates (May,
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1998). On the model side, a new numerical scheme was introduced in September 2009
to include the impact of sub-scale orographical features in the model. This scheme im-
proved the quality of the forecast in the boundary layer. In addition, the vertical level
distribution of COSMO-2 will be improved in the near future. A finer vertical spacing of
the grid levels close to the ground will provide more accurate values within the bound-5

ary layer.
An essential impact on the quality of the new COSMO-2 operational mode was found

in the increased repetition rate of the model runs: the model forecasts are calculated
every 3 h while the COSMO-7 is run three times per day. With this 3-hourly data as-
similation cycle, the newest and most accurate picture of the atmosphere from both10

observations and numerical model analysis is obtained. This positive impact of the
rapid update cycle was also demonstrated and quantified during the MAP D-Phase
campaign (Weusthoff, 2010).

Finally the two validation studies underlined the need for a quality estimate for the
model output. Since there remain weather conditions for which the model is not able15

to fully capture the weather conditions, this security tool designed to support decision
making in case of nuclear accidents needs to be delivered with a “quality index”, thus
providing a quasi real-time quality index of the forecast. This index however is still to
be developed.

Figure 6 gives an integrated view of several on-line real-time information from the20

CN-MET network and model outputs: the wind profile time series at Payerne are given
up to a height of 8.5 km a.s.l. as measured by the wind profiler with wind directions
expressed by the wind barbs and wind speeds by the color coded scale. The dark grey
color barbs are the COSMO-2 simulation results obtained from the 3-hourly forecasts.
The automatic weather station from Chasseral “CHA” at 1600 m a.s.l. is an AWS lo-25

cated on the Jura ridge 25 km north of Payerne. This wind profile display is updated
every 10 min and allows for a real-time online check of the availability and agreement
of the different information sources (in Fig. 6 the profiles are displayed every 120 min
for clarity). It is used by the technicians in charge of the operation and maintenance
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of the network thus ensuring a better control of the whole CN-MET tool both for the
measurements as well as the model outputs.

Instead of having only local information around the nuclear power plants, the new
CN-MET tool offers continuously the three dimensional picture of the state of the atmo-
sphere over the entire domain. Only a very small subset of data is used for the input5

conditions of the dispersion models. This can be summarized as going from “single in
situ observations” tool to the real-time “three dimensional picture” of the atmosphere.

Since the operational start of CN-MET in late 2009, a live test of the performance
of this new tool has been done on 16 October 2009 without any prior warning. The
Nuclear Safety Inspectorate simulated an alarm and defined a fictitious leak from the10

NPP Muehleberg. The next section highlights the main results obtained during this
event by the new CN-MET tool.

4 Case study

The 16 October 2010 case study was based on a virtual release of 2.7×1012 Bqs−1

at an elevation of 125 m a.g.l. from the NPP Muehleberg. The leak was initiated at 1115

am local time (09:00 UTC) and the exercise lasted until 07:00 p.m. in the afternoon,
corresponding to a period of 8 h. The synoptic weather situation over Switzerland
(Fig. 7) was quite complex with the passage of a front characterized by a main northerly
flow blowing in altitude while the winds were variable and relatively weak close to the
surface. Figure 8 shows the wind profiles obtained in the center of the CN-MET domain20

in Grenchen by the time of this exercise. Note around midday the rapid change in wind
direction as measured from the ground up to about 1500 m a.g.l.: in this altitude range
the air flow on the Swiss Plateau is channeled by the Jura mountains and the Alps.

The Atmospheric Dispersion Particle-In-Cell dispersion model APDIC, based on
COSMO-2, with assimilation of the three wind profilers, was able to forecast the com-25

plicated trajectory of the plume above Western Switzerland (Fig. 9). During the first
2 h after the radioactive release from Muehleberg, the simulated surface winds were
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blowing towards the southwest over the Swiss Plateau with an initial wind speed of
up to a maximum of 5 ms−1. At approximately 12:00 UTC (3 h after the start of the
release), the simulated wind turned into the northeasterly direction and the radioactive
plume was transported backward. Later in the afternoon (see Fig. 9 at 16:00 UTC) the
surface wind became stronger and was easterly oriented.5

This exercise underlined the new performance achieved by the CN-MET tool. The
radioactive release was moving into one direction for the first 2–3 h after the release
and then backward for the rest of the time period under investigation. These wind
trajectories were adequately simulated thanks to the combination of the model with the
necessary remote sensing observation (input conditions) over the Swiss Plateau. The10

same structure would not have been captured by using only in situ observation and
dispersion model output.

This result was confirmed using two independent sources of information. On one
way, the dispersion output was obtained directly from the dispersion model run per-
formed by the Nuclear Safety Inspectorate using the CN-MET tool for the selection of15

the different wind classes as defined in chapter 2. This is the result presented in Fig. 9.
On the other hand, since the Swiss Nuclear Safety Inspectorate ADPIC Lagrangian
model is directly embedded into the COSMO-2 Eulerian model, this system offered the
opportunity of a second simulation run of the radioactive plume dispersion forecast us-
ing the embedded into COSMO-2 Lagrangian output. In the latter case no predefined20

wind classes were necessary any more. While these 2 Lagrangian outputs were con-
ceptually obtained from very different numerical designs, both corresponding forecasts
were obtained with very similar results over the typical time and spatial extent of this
event.
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5 Summary

The CN-MET tool is a combination of a dedicated measurement network including
three ground-based remote sensing stations (equipped with a low-tropospheric wind
profiler and a microwave radiometer) and the fine-scale NWP model COSMO-2. 24-h
forecasts are operationally produced every 3 h in order to guarantee the meteorolog-5

ical surveillance of the Swiss territory for the unlikely case of a nuclear power plant
accident.

Assimilation of upper-air winds measured within and above the planetary boundary
layer improved substantially the quality of the forecasts, especially at the regional and
local spatial scales. Validation campaigns confirmed the overall good performances of10

COSMO-2 after assimilation of wind profiler data, even for complex weather situations.
Wind biases between model outputs and an independent wind profiler were within
±10 degrees (STD lower than 40◦) and within ±1 ms−1 (STD lower than 4 ms−1) for
direction and speed respectively. These averaged performances have been obtained
from two separate field campaigns. Meanwhile improvements must still be undertaken15

especially to better forecast wind fields very close to the ground or in the case of rapid
weather changes.

Future work includes the model assimilation of temperature and humidity measured
with microwave radiometers as well as the move to a finer spatial scale (COSMO-1) to
improve the forecasts in such a complex topography.20

Acknowledgements. The authors thank the Nuclear Safety Inspectorate for their financial sup-
port to the project. We also want to thank several MeteoSwiss colleagues without whom it
would have been impossible to realize the CN-MET tool.
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 Fig. 1. CN-MET measurement network. Red dots correspond to the 4 nuclear power plants
locations with surface in-situ measurements (from SW to NE: Mueleberg, Goesgen, Beznau,
and Leibstadt), blue dots to the three upper-air ground-based remote sensing sites with low-
tropospheric wind profilers and microwave radiometers (from SW to NE: Payerne, Grenchen,
and Schaffhausen), and green dots to in-situ measurements located on television towers.
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Fig. 2. Data availability versus altitude range of the independent wind profiler mobile unit
during the two validation observation periods in Kleindoettingen 2008 (left panel) and Muehle-
berg 2009 (right panel) for the high resolution mode (blue line) and low resolution mode (red
line). The total amount of data sample for each campaign was over 10 000.
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of wind speed bias (COSMO2-WP) and standard deviation for wind
speed values between 1 and 10 ms−1 (left panels) and wind direction bias and standard devia-
tion for wind speed above 3 ms−1 (right panels), for the first 6 forecast hours, Kleindoettingen,
1 August 2008–31 October 2008.
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Fig. 4. Wind direction outliers in the time series from 28 May to 13 June 2009, during the
Muehleberg 2009 validation campaign: outliers are defined as (modelled-measured) wind di-
rection values exceeding 45◦ at all COSMO-2 layers ranging from the ground layer up to layer
#15 (colour scale ranges from blue equal “no outlier” to dark red equal to “all 15 layers” have
outliers values). Each data point is expressed for any lead time in hours ranging from the
COSMO-2 analysis time to a one day forecast, by step of 0.5 h. The time series from 3–6 June
(see the synoptic weather map in Fig. 5) is an example of poorly predicted weather conditions.
These statistics are performed using only wind speed conditions higher than 2 ms−1.
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4 June, 2009, 12 UTC 

Fig. 5. Synoptic situation above Europe (surface), 4 June 2009, at 12:00 UTC. Area of interest
is shown with an orange circle.
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Fig. 6. Typical example of a one-day wind profile time series at Payerne (5 February 2010).
Coloured barbs: wind profiler measurements; grey barbs: COSMO-2 profiles (analyses every
3 h followed by 3 h forecasts); CHA dark grey barbs: 10-m a.g.l. in situ wind measurements on
top of the nearby Jura mountain at Chasseral 1600 m a.s.l. (for clarity the data display is given
only every 2 h; the effective sampling time is 10 min).
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16 October, 2009, 12 UTC 

Fig. 7. Synoptic situation above Europe (surface), 16 October 2009 at 12:00 UTC. Area of
interest is shown with an orange circle.
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Fig. 8. The 16 October 2009 wind profile case study as measured (colour barbs) and modeled
(grey barbs) in Grenchen in the centre of the CN MET domain. The altitude range is given for
the high resolution wind profiler mode and the data display is given only every 2 h.
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16:00 UTC 14:00 UTC 

10:00 UTC 
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Bqm-3 Bqm-3 

Fig. 9. Concentration levels of a virtual radioactive plume emitted at the Muehleberg nuclear
power plant as well as wind fields based on COSMO-2 forecasts. The radioactive plume is
calculated at surface level (1.5 m a.g.l.). Red arrow: winds measured at 10 m a.g.l., black arrow:
winds measured at 70 m a.g.l., blue arrow: winds measured at 110 m a.g.l.; plume release at
09:00 UTC. The blue surfaces are lakes.
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